ACROSS
1 Fierce drunk in Brazilian port (6)
4 Gossip about a daughter away from home – one looking for pleasure? (8)
9 Man responsible for stink, reverse of gentleman (5)
10 Character in position behind reversing vehicle (9)
11 Having more green growth in meadow before terrible fire (7)
12 Looks at final expression of goodwill (7)
13 Fish caught by reel sometimes (4)
14 Liking singing in church, having joined the fold? (8)
17 Ruin brought by county female wanting everything (8)
19 Hits back in fight (4)
22 Drinking gin, getting sozzled alongside Scandinavian (7)
24 Dirty member of the family, fellow hiding head (7)
25 Philosopher is alert to change (9)
26 See notices – not just one or two (5)
27 A supposed feature of beauty – yet my Mrs is different! (8)
28 Remain to offer support, no going back (4,2)

DOWN
1 Rose phoned again? (8)
2 Sounds like German chap suffered, being diminished (9)
3 An oldie into rock? (6)
5 Practice in the country when deal is wanted? (13)
6 Island worker on Lammas standing on head (7)
7 One appears in gown erotically – one having a certain something (5)
8 The fellow is entertained by abstemious sort of believer (6)
10 Register theft when this aggressive person has run wild (6,7)
15 Attempt to restrict a piper playing somewhere in Ireland (9)
16 Maybe young boy and knight beset by terrible dragons (8)
18 Left with little energy after game, back in dressing-room after this? (7)
20 Cries with bowl being empty – food to follow (6)
21 “Catty” type in old church group (6)
23 The king and I squeezing into small carriage (5)